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Abstract: **Constructive and negative aspects of social capital in work-related learning networks**

**Purpose of this paper**

The purpose of this paper is to discuss empirical findings from a study that investigated the work practices within an education network, with the aim of understanding the processes of knowledge development and learning process.

**Design/methodology/approach**

The research is interpretatively positioned through a qualitative case study methodology. This enabled a holistic portrait of the network activity using three different methods of data collection. These were a preliminary focus group, followed by documentary analysis of a significant number of artefacts/documents produced by the network which were triangulated with data from interviews using a cross-case analytical framework.

**Findings**

Empirical insights are provided into how the practice of the network functions through a lens of social capital. It suggests that having a strong bonding social capital is an informal learning factor which develops the individual participants’ skills and knowledge within the framework of Boyers’ scholarly practice. The findings also indicate a ‘dark side’ to this informal learning factor which impeded collective learning through exclusivity and a maintenance of the status quo within the network.

**Research limitations/implications (if applicable).**

Because of the chosen research approach, the research results may lack generalisability. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to test the proposed propositions further.

**Practical implications**

The paper considers social capital within a network and the implication that this has on learning and development.

**What is original/value of paper** **What is new in the paper?**

This paper provides insight into informal learning factors employed within work-related learning and the duality of social capital. It also offers a novel approach in understanding how nurse academics frame work-related learning through scholarly practice.
Constructive and negative aspects of social capital in work-related learning networks.

Introduction

This paper presents findings from an exploratory study of a European Nurse Education Network that investigated the work practices of the network with the aim of understanding what and how members of a professional network learn both together and individually. Recent literature indicates the importance of understanding sociocultural practices within work communities, including professional networks, that can enhance learning (Field, 2013; Fleming and Haigh, 2018; Nevalainen, Lunkka and Suohon, 2018). Social capital is applied here as the theoretical lens to explore the sociocultural practices of the network including the nature of the relationships and collaboration between its members to illuminate how these factors contributed to the learning and professional development of the participants in the study.

Networks and social capital

Networks establish connections and provide opportunities to engage in professional dialogue, exchange resources and share good practice to address common professional concerns but the nature of the connections which sustain a network are poorly understood (Bienzle et al., 2007). Even network co-ordinators within prominent networks show little understanding of how these work or the approach needed to ensure their success (Sousa, Doroftei and Araújo, 2013). Nevertheless a successful network can lead to benefits for all the organisations and individuals involved such as capital enhancement and collaborative advantage (Connolly, Jones and Jones, 2007; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). Collaborative advantage is defined by Huxham (1996) and Huxham and Vangen (2005) as a collective beneficial outcome resulting from two or more organisations collaborating that may not have been achieved otherwise. Successful collaboration may result in a range of accrued benefits, with explicit outcomes such as direct organisational improvement or resource increase in one or more organisations, whilst some benefits are less obvious and are perceived as ‘value added’ within an organisation (Huxham, 1996; Baum and Rowley, 2008). These are manifested at an individual level and include the opportunity for career choices, support and skills development (Baum and Rowley, 2008; Donert et al., 2011; Koschmann and Kuhn, 2012; Wei, Chiang and Wu, 2012). These latter advantages result from individuals experiencing learning or professional development because of constructing, accessing and exchanging knowledge with one another within a network (Muijs, West and Ainscow, 2010; Donert et al., 2011; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). This informal learning occurs as a by-product of interaction between employees within a working group, and it relies on participation in work processes and developing relationships with others that have an action focus (Eraut, 2007).

However participants’ behaviour may also influence collaborations negatively with the possibility of ‘regress [ing] into a state of collaborative inertia’ (Huxham and Vangen, 2005:31) The impact of
collaborative inertia results in networks becoming less productive, unambitious and maintaining the status quo with a consequent negative outcome on learning and professional development. Factors that may contribute to collaborative inertia include power relations at the organisational and individual level, these difficulties relate not only to judging who has the ability to influence and enact the network’s agenda but how different events and actions of others are interpreted (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). Power differentials can therefore influence how trust is, or is not, built within a network, this is significant as trust is regarded as an essential ingredient of a successful network (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). Positive interactions within a network community rely upon trust, equity and reciprocity that enhances social capital and thus shapes the quality of the network and the learning that occurs within it (Casey, 2011; Putnam, 2000). The concept of social capital is not new with a range of specialist literature in this field and notable theorists who have explored the concept in depth (Coleman, 1988; Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992). This paper bases the notion of social capital on one of the most prominent theorists in the field, Putnam (1995). He provides clear distinctions between the positive and negative impact of social capital and this is pertinent to outcomes of work-related learning networks.

Putnam (1993) defines social capital as “the features of social organization such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit” (167). The interrelated features of trust, networks and norms are essential aspects of social capital. Trust facilities cooperation, and the more individuals trust others and feel that this trust is reciprocated the greater the likelihood of cooperation between them, for example within a nursing network. Reciprocity is key within a network because if participants believe that ‘good acts’ or pro-social behaviour will be reciprocated at a later point social capital will be enhanced (Field, 2013). Whilst personal interactions within a network enable someone to learn about the trustworthiness of another, the network is important to allow information about a person’s trustworthiness to travel more widely (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). Furthermore, the denser the social interactions the greater the social capital within a network that can foster robust norms of reciprocity and sustain information about past collaborative success. Strong social capital also results from flatter or more horizontal network structures whereas hierarchical networks detract from it. Social capital as an explanatory framework also considers the connections within networks as a form of capital that link the micro level of the individual and the meso level of the network (Field, 2008). Putnam (2000) identifies various distinctions of social capital, firstly there are looser ties known as bridging capital which relies upon more remote connections with a focus on gathering contacts and access to information with minimal interaction and support. Secondly is bonding social capital which provides a more intense form of support (Halpern, 2005). Putnam (2005:23) suggests that bonding and bridging are not `either-or` categories but rather `more or less` dimensions which can exist within a single network.

Social capital as defined by Putnam (1993) was therefore used to understand how the network and its practice in this study could be understood, it was used as a lens to examine participants’ practice and their accounts of their learning and professional development as a result of participating in the network.

**Nurse educator networks**

Network activity is common within the nurse education sector particularly across Europe with established networks claiming to share knowledge, resources and support (Koskinen et al., 2012b;
Burgess, Reimer-Kirkham and Astle, 2014; Coates and Fraser, 2014). This has evolved from the internationalisation agenda of Higher Education Institutions with universities using such network engagement to globalise their university (Ottewill, 2005; Coryell et al., 2012; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). Universities rely on these networks and collaboration to expand through increasing strategic advantage and provide wider educational opportunities for their students and staff, which also includes transnational opportunities (Donert et al., 2011; Fell, Fell and Kyoung, 2012; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). These influences are also significant within the field of nurse education (Law and Muir, 2006; Koskinen et al., 2012a; Burgess et al., 2014).

Organisations in the educational and health care sector perceive that networking conveys collaborative advantage and improves collective agency (Koschmann, Kuhn and Pfarrer, 2012). However, for an educational network to be successful there is a requirement to have some form of process orientated structure which includes a common focus that all participants agree with, a clear governance structure and communication strategy. Muijs (2011); Azorín and Muijs (2017) identify the need for structured working and quality assurance, otherwise poor performance or weak collaboration by any organisation involved can lead to a failure of the network. Furthermore, there is an expectation that participants are motivated to engage with the networking partners so that strong equitable and inclusive relationships are created (Bienzle et al., 2007; Muijs et al., 2010; Casey, 2011; Sousa et al., 2013; Ovseiko et al., 2014). However commitment to the network is not enough if the power dynamics are unbalanced (Huxham and Vangen, 2005) with the result that the network does not achieve its full potential and at worst becomes dysfunctional. On the other hand, the features of effective networks are synergistic with other socially functioning groups that display high levels of social capital (Muijs et al., 2010).

Outcomes and value of participating in a network.

There are clear resource benefits from developing collaborative advantage and sharing of resources across networks. Networks also have other benefits which are learning and innovative in focus with an emphasis on professional development for individuals involved (Wakefield and Dismore, 2015), this is perceived to result in organisational improvement (Muijs et al., 2010). Certainly professional development from engaging in networks has been identified as being influential in developing academic practices within schools and the Further Education sector (Centre for the Use of Research and Evidence in Education, 2005; Appleby and Hillier, 2012). Members within this network are identified as nurse educators, this term is used as it encompasses the range of titles used globally for the role which include nurse academic, nurse teacher, nurse lecturer and nurse faculty member. The nurse educator in this context is a person who delivers and oversees education predominately delivered in a higher education setting or equivalent. For the purpose of this study, informal learning or professional development is framed with the concept of scholarly practice which is based on the definition by Boyer (1990) who proposed that within higher education a broader perspective of `scholarship` should be used rather than the dualism of teaching/research. The nurse educator undertakes many other activities as part of their nexus of practice which includes cross boundary activity such as working in teams, having a clinical focus and quality assurance. The broader term of scholarly practice acknowledges a broader approach whereby research, scholarship, teaching and learning are part of one seamless whole (Boud and Brew, 2013b). Scholarly practice has four distinct yet overlapping meanings: the scholarship of discovery, the scholarship of integration, the
scholarship of application, and the scholarship of teaching; this perspective has been supported by
the American Nurses Association (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 1999).

The study
The purpose of this study was to explore the working practices of a European Nurse Education
Network which involved investigating the nature of the relationships and collaborations established
within the network, with a scrutiny of how this may facilitate learning and professional development
of the members. In this context the network refers to face-to-face encounters as well as online
correspondence between member.

Research design
This research is positioned within an interpretive paradigm with interpretivism being the conceptual
anchor whereby assumptions of knowledge are constructed through lived local experiences and
through interactions with others. This paradigm also recognises the influence the researcher has on
the interpretation of the situation (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Interpretivism guided the methodology
of this embedded single case study which adopted an iterative and holistic design involving three
stages (Yin, 2014).

The case
In this research the single case was the network with data gathered over a two-year period where all
members within the network at the time were within the bounded unit and invited to participate.
The longitudinal nature of the case study allowed an in-depth understanding of the situation to
develop and the opportunity to explore different perspectives over time (Hamilton and Corbett-
Whittier, 2012).

Data Collection Methods
The first stage utilised a focus group that assisted in framing the subsequent stages of data collection
and to gain an understanding of how participants conceptualised the network. The focus group
enabled the participants’ world views, both individually and as a group, to be gathered about their
opinions of the network, and the meaning it had for them. To gather this information, a structured
focus group schedule was used with the findings framing the second stage of data collection.

The next stage analysed the documents that were created by the network which offered the
opportunity to explore and appraise meaning that was attached to these items. The analysis
included an interpretation of the written practices of the individuals, as well as their relationships
with each other and the community. The documents such as annual meeting minutes and
guidelines were authentically composed by the participants; a purposeful sample of the documents
were analysed based on the critical moments of the lifespan such as new leadership or a change of
governance processes or increased student activity (Mcculloch, 2004).

The final stage of data collection utilised semi-structured interviews with self-selected members of
the network. This method offered the opportunity to understand the experiences and perceptions
of the nurse educators involved in the network using a naturalistic and interpretative framework
(Rubin and Rubin, 2005; Denzin and Lincoln, 2013).
Participant sample in the research

All members of the network (approximately 30) were invited to contribute to the focus group and interviews via email; data collection was undertaken during the annual meetings of the network. The focus group participants involved eight self-selected members from a range of countries, all with a range of experiences. There were a further eight volunteers for the semi-structured interviews with five of the sample having participated in the focus group as they felt that they wanted the opportunity to continue to discuss their perspectives in more depth.

Data Analysis

Data were collated at different stages and all data was imported into NVivo 10 software (Qsr, 2013) and analysed iteratively. Sets were coded to manage this data as it facilitated the development of interpretations by keeping track of ideas as they occurred and assisted with organising and displaying the data. A cross-case analysis was undertaken with the data sets whereby duplication of categories was considered, noting relations of variables identified with potential themes explored. Thematic analysis was supported by Braun and Clarke (2006).

Approval was gained from the university ethics committee with special attention paid to informed consent; minimizing the potential for coercion and ensuring privacy and confidentiality.

Findings

Three clear themes emerged from the data which are a) the practice of network, b) the participants learning, c) exclusivity and status quo. The first theme frames the latter two due to the suggested influence of by-products from engaging in the practice of the network on participants learning and the exclusivity exhibited by the network.

Practice of the network

Practice in this context relates to the activity within the network which enables the network to function to sustain itself. The practice of the network has produced artefacts, rituals and rules all of which have structured the workings of the network, as such these have become significant as a framework to sustain the network activity. The collective nature of the group is identified as important and is given value by the network through the requirement to deliver and attend annual meetings; these meetings have a focus on processes within network activity rather than a wider strategic network development. Wider literature suggests that this activity reflects a structure of a transnational co-operative project rather than strategy focused networks which have been more traditional across Europe (Bienzle et al., 2007).

Early focus group data provided a portrait of this network which suggested the activity to be underpinned with a purpose of pragmatism and function which was responsive to the needs of the individual organisations involved in securing student exchange opportunities. This was reinforced by individual perceptions of how the network functions:
`My point of view, the whole idea of the network is to give students the opportunity to gain some experience. So, I think that's really what we're aiming for. Giving students this opportunity. ` **Int-1: 23**

Through the collective of the network collaborative advantage has been established to secure placement provision across a range of providers, and the focus of the network has been to sustain and focus this activity. The documentary analysis reinforces this with evidence of governance and organisational structures which have evolved over time and have become embedded within the practices. These are the artefacts, rituals and rules which have become an integral aspect of the network practice. They have been instrumental in the achievement of student exchange rather than in achieving other espoused aims of research collaboration which are often cited within strategic networks. A key activity of this network has been the annual conferences which serves to monitor and reinforce the governance structures and embed a common understanding of the network across a range of members, organisations, cultural and political context. The annual meetings utilised formulaic rituals of showcasing individual organisations hosting the event particularly in countries where culturally hierarchy and associated status is important (Hofstede, 2001).

`Also, XXX, member of the XXX institution formally opened the conference, she then gave a presentation of the different facilities ` **XXXX Report: Section 1.01**

Artefacts produced reinforce these practices with the example being of the use of a `handbook` outlining the rules and regulations of participation. This artefact is identified as being integral to the practice of network.

`And if we didn`t have the handbook, I think it would all fall apart. It`s all written, it hasn`t changed much` **Int-1:45**

These practices over time have served to create a specific type of culture associated to the network engagement and this was recognised by the participants in the interviews

`The Network is a system with its own way of going on and its own self-built culture. I think this has arisen to cope with the many differences` **Int-2-66**

Standardisation of process and practice was thought to be needed to be able to mediate the cultural and language differences that occur within a cross European network. However, this was not perceived by the participants as being useful with the notion that these artefacts and subsequent practice was problematic as indicated by this quote:

`The difficulties are that, even if we meet every year and we have this handbook, the cultural differences sometimes make it difficult` **Int-4:70**

Clearly working across different cultures was perceived as a challenge and was identified at times as being problematic within this network, even though various participants expressed frustration they

---

1 Interviewee 1 : line number 23  
2 Date/report: location in document
appeared to accept the culture, rules, artefacts and practice of the network. Their frustrations seem to have been less important compared to the systems, structures and rituals of the network e.g. the structure of annual meetings.

**Connectedness and Social Capital**

The annual meetings provide the structure to develop connections and social capital and this ritual was identified as being important:

`Because that’s why we meet every year, to make sure the network works` **Int-1:25**

That the relationships developed from a regular meeting alongside having the familiarity of systems, structure and rituals provides a sense of stability which serves to promote the practice of the network and subsequent exchange activity:

`Because it makes you feel comfortable. It makes you trust people. And if you trust people, it’s easier to give that trust to your students` **Int-3:21**

Trust is identified repeatedly both in the focus group and within the interviews as being essential for the practice of the network to success and as being key for the relationships to work. Trust has developed the collective responsibility and collegiate relationships. The following experienced participant reflects on her involvement with the network; how she perceived her interaction with members of the network by using terms such as ‘feeling part’ and ‘together’ that illustrate the existence of social capital, and collective responsibility, that is manifested within the network:

`I mean that people feel they are part of it, not just organising. They feel they really after a while you feel you kind of own the network together with the others` **Int-4:23**

There are clearly strong ties amongst the participants which serve to strengthen social capital, more specifically this is a form of social capital known as bonding capital. Bonding capital tends to occur across a homogenous and dense network of people and tends to be exclusive in providing support to members of the network (Putnam, 2000). This is illustrated by a sense of kinship described as being important, and that the regular meetings were an opportunity to meet ‘cousins’ (**Int-1:23**). This has been reinforced by the policies of the network as illustrated by the mentoring within the network:

`XXX suggests a godmother/father/mentor system for new member` **2XXX report: Section 5.2**

From developing mentoring and orientation to the network then bonding capital is created which serves as an intense form of support (Halpern, 2005), but in this particular network has created an interesting juxta-position of both positive and negative effects both created by strong bonding capital.

**Participant learning**

The findings from the focus group and the interviews identified a perception that professional development occurred due to the strong bonding social capital within the relationships.

`I think it's so fundamental. It's through being connected, that we learn, that we feel we are not on our own. But we learn a lot. It provides safety, its provided continuance. It provides the possibility to develop. To grow.` **Int-2: 118**
This connectedness was perceived as providing intense support from the network for individual participants in their own professional domain, more specifically within the scholarship of integration and application which is solipsistic in nature and involves application to the practice of teaching (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 1999). Participants identified that they entered the network hoping that they might develop their scholarly practice, and this has been expressed as an individual beneficial gain.

Across the network there was a sense of sharing of knowledge or scholarship in presentations related to professional nursing practice and from peers at the annual meetings. This is illustrated by the following example, and there is evidence of similar sharing at previous annual meetings with presentations included in the minutes:

```
'Practice development – how to improve self-management support' 20XX
```

These incidences appear to have had an impact on participants, with one participant reflecting in her interview on becoming more aware of a strand of developing academic activity:

```
I don't know which conference it was but two or three conferences ago we had some world expert come and talk to us for an hour about global health. And that's something definitely that we don't have in our curriculum. We do health promotion. She was really good, this speaker. She was really good at showing how it does affect us and we do need to become aware, and perhaps we should be including it in our curriculum a bit more and more understanding' Int-6:128
```

Development of scholarly teaching is evident across the participant interviews which has been gained through observation, discussion and experiences within the network:

```
'You see different teaching styles; you see different approaches and we learn from each other. Int-3:228
```

```
'Two years ago, we were in XXX, and I saw their equipment and when I came back home I don't have the same equipment I try to do the same thing. And now in my teaching I'm using the equipment that is good.' Int-5:212
```

The latter comment is relevant as it implies that prior to attending the network the use of teaching strategies may not have been used within the local curriculum. The same participant earlier indicated the need for their institution to gather different pedagogic teaching strategies as part of their involvement with the network. Other wider dimensions of learning occurred which is in alignment with scholarship or integration such as developing cultural awareness, personal learning and increased confidence. However, there was no recognition of learning from research activity.
In summary, personal learning and scholarly development has occurred as consequence of strong bonding capital which has arisen from the practices within the network, and that social capital is a conduit for informal learning. This has been articulated as occurring predominately in three scholarly domains for each participant, with the potential to develop some in the fourth. Within this work context, bonding social capital is identified as a learning factor and integral for work related learning. Much of this learning appears to have occurred at a personal level in both confidence in trying new practices and developing cultural awareness and global understanding:

`So it’s given me a broader view and personally being in the network has probably developed me in to being more aware` Int-1: 105

**Exclusion and collaborative inertia.**

These dense relationships can be problematic too, in this instance, having resulted in a practice within the network which is complex. Alongside the overt practices of the annual meeting and ceremonies, it has created a culture which is characterised by norms, values and expectations that are not explicitly articulated. There is an implicit nature of understanding of the network expected amongst the network participants. In this respect the network resembles a clan, or tribe with its collective and implicit understanding of what it means to belong to the group and this behaviour is common within professionals whereby hidden rules are in place to enculture newcomers to the profession (Becher and Trowler, 2001). This was perceived by the participants in interviews with the following quote which illustrates how newcomers are expected to take time to understand the implicit culture of the network the expected behaviour associated with this.

`You`ve got little cliques, and you`re either welcomed in or you`re not`. You do need to take time to integrate yourself and become aware of how the group works, how things operate before you go in and perhaps too heavy handed. ` Int-6:22

This participant felt that they needed to be accepted by the group with a hidden gatekeeping mechanism and rite of passage for admission to decision making. Those that do not understand the language or culture/rules of the group are then not able to contribute to any decision making, and they are essentially excluded. Certainly, in such groups with their strong social capital bonding there is a tendency for exclusivity and a reluctance to change its way of working, previously identified as collaborative inertia (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). The following quote identifies the established network practices that are not only complex and seemingly contradictory but that when new ideas are suggested about how to alter these practices it highlights the inertia to any change that may be suggested.

`But they want to do it in a particular way. They come in with a whole set idea that this is what they want to put forward to the network. But the way of working is, “Okay, bring it into the group work to discuss it, and be challenged about it and let us make it our own thing. As soon as something has been put upon it, the network almost explodes, like we don’t want to have it. And that is, in itself an interesting thing. It’s not only that we don’t want it, but why are we so strong in opposing that way? And even to the point of, it’s very hard to really talk about it`. Int-2:58
This quote illustrates the collaborative inertia of the network which can occur when the power relations within the network disable the notion of openness, debate and cross-cultural compromise which can lead to hidden practices to avoid conflict. That consequently no new ideas are developed as illustrated by the limited expansion of the network over a number of years and perceived as inertia by the participants of the study.

“We don’t go further on, new people are coming and I think it is naturally that new people are coming, but again the steps are not taken forward and this is more difficult so they do not stay”. \textit{Int-8:52}

\textbf{Discussion}

Using social capital as a framework to understand the working practices and learning within a nursing education network is a useful approach, social capital is integral to the practice of this network and has been influential in its development and the learning exhibited by the participants. Understanding the network practice and activities mediated through social capital suggests that there is an ebb and flow of positive and negative consequences. Positive outcomes are the sustained partnerships within the network which maintains the practice of the network, a phenomenon which has been identified as important to maintain and sustain the network without financial capital (Billett et al., 2007; Dhillon, 2009). Social capital is positively associated with influencing high levels of performance or outcomes (Field, 2005; Halpern, 2005; Field, 2008). The network is productive in securing student placements across Europe in response to wider internationalisation antecedents. Finally, through the creation of social capital in the practice of the network, there is evidence of self-governance and distributed leadership, which contributes to sustaining practices.

More specifically social capital through the strong bonding capital established appears to create a learning milieu for the participants as a result of the trust created between participants. Being connected was identified by participants as being fundamental to their personal development and learning. Two specific sub-ordinate themes are relevant here; the first identifies that learning and professional development has been gained which is considered using Boyers’ scholarship domains (1990) and the second involves identifying what learning factors contribute to this. A learning factor affects learning either directly or indirectly and can be evidenced within formal learning settings such as the classroom or within informal learning settings such as a work context (Eraut, 2006). Engaging in this network is a work activity and provides an informal learning setting for its members, this network practice has provided opportunity for learning and academic practice (Cairns and Malloch, 2011; Boud and Brew, 2013a). Therefore, the European Nurse Education Network is providing an informal learning opportunity.

Social capital also has created an interesting juxtaposition in the network whereby the strong bonding capital established also has created negative consequences which appear to perpetuate exclusivity and compliance. Rituals and rules have been established whereby participants perceive they have had to adapt their behaviour to ensure they are accepted by the group and there is a need.
for compliance with cultural norms. A level of exclusivity is present which is managed by long term
members to sustain the status quo. It is well understood that strong bonding networks which have
limited external influence can develop coercive behaviours and occurs through a typology of
compliance in relationships which have become established due to strong bonding social capital.
(Field, 2008). Putnam (2000) describes this as being a ‘dark side’ of social capital which is present in
this network. The static and enclosed nature of the network has led to an inertia and lack of growth
and development which has created frustration for some of the participants. This has led to the
network’s activity being exclusive, homogenous and used for ‘getting by’ rather than ‘getting ahead’
multiple collaborative partnerships become fatigued by the multiple partnership activity expected of
them which presents itself as an inertia within the partnership.

The ebb and flow of social capital indicates the equally negative and a positive effect on learning. In
this case study, bonding social capital is a learning factor that enhances both learning and
encourages a commitment to the network that has ensured some development in the scholarly
practice of the participants (Hargreaves and Fullan, 2012). On the other hand, strong bonding social
capital has simultaneously stifled the development of new ideas or new areas for learning. This is an
interesting finding and contributes to the minimal understanding of the production and
maintenance of social capital in the field of adult education and more particularly nurse education
(Mcclenaghan, 2003; Field, 2008).

Conclusion
This research adds to the understanding of work-related learning theories; particularly where strong
bonding social capital within a group exists and this appears to be influential on the learning of its
members. Network activity in nurse education has not been significantly researched despite the
plethora of networks in existence; therefore, these findings provide an interesting insight into how
networks may function. It is recognised that further investigation of nurse education work practices
is needed as this is identified as complex and unique with educators often experiencing feelings of
uncertainty and isolation (Jackson et al., 2009; Duffy, 2012; Mcdermid et al., 2013; Mcdermid et al.,
2016). This study offers a new perspective illustrating that bonding social capital could also be a
useful resource to sustain nurse education networks and provide individual positive learning
experiences. Through proactive development of social capital within partnerships and networks,
activity could be sustained and become influential with the potential for positive outcomes. The
findings also illustrate the risks of bonding social capital that creates embeddedness in conjunction
with a reliance on internal self-governance that contributes towards exclusivity and inertia. The
repercussions of this are that the network is bounded, without growth or evolution, and is exclusive
and can be very difficult to enter for some prospectively participants.

This small-scale study offers an insight into the importance of social capital as learning factor which
is applicable for wide range of settings. Further research is needed in this field both to identify how
social capital, which is created through work related activities and collaborative activities, may be a
useful conduit to scaffold learning for learners not engaged in formal learning settings and to more
fully understand the negative consequences of social capital that can lead to inertia and exclusion.
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Abstract: Constructive and negative aspects of social capital in work-related learning networks

Purpose of this paper
The purpose of this paper is to discuss empirical findings from a study that investigated the work practices within an education network, with the aim of understanding the processes of knowledge development and learning process.

Design/methodology/approach
The research is interpretatively positioned through a qualitative case study methodology. This enabled a holistic portrait of the network activity using three different methods of data collection. These were a preliminary focus group, followed by documentary analysis of a significant number of artefacts/documents produced by the network which were triangulated with data from interviews using a cross-case analytical framework.

Findings
Empirical insights are provided into how the practice of the network functions through a lens of social capital. It suggests that having a strong bonding social capital is an informal learning factor which develops the individual participants’ skills and knowledge within the framework of Boyers’ scholarly practice. The findings also indicate a ‘dark side’ to this informal learning factor which impeded collective learning through exclusivity and a maintenance of the status quo within the network.

Research limitations/implications (if applicable).
Because of the chosen research approach, the research results may lack generalisability. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to test the proposed propositions further.

Practical implications
The paper considers social capital within a network and the implication that this has on learning and development.

What is original/value of paper   What is new in the paper?
This paper provides insight into informal learning factors employed within work-related learning and the duality of social capital. It also offers a novel approach in understanding how nurse academics frame work-related learning through scholarly practice.
Constructive and negative aspects of social capital in work-related learning networks.

Introduction

This paper presents findings from an exploratory study of a European Nurse Education Network that investigated the work practices of the network with the aim of understanding what and how members of a professional network learn both together and individually. Recent literature indicates the importance of understanding sociocultural practices within work communities, including professional networks, that can enhance learning (Field, 2013; Fleming and Haigh, 2018; Nevalainen, Lunkka and Suhonen, 2018). Social capital is applied here as the theoretical lens to explore the sociocultural practices of the network including the nature of the relationships and collaboration between its members to illuminate how these factors contributed to the learning and professional development of the participants in the study.

Networks and social capital

Networks establish connections and provide opportunities to engage in professional dialogue, exchange resources and share good practice to address common professional concerns but the nature of the connections which sustain a network are poorly understood (Bienzle et al., 2007). Even network co-ordinators within prominent networks show little understanding of how these work or the approach needed to ensure their success (Sousa, Doroftei and Araújo, 2013). Nevertheless a successful network can lead to benefits for all the organisations and individuals involved such as capital enhancement and collaborative advantage (Connolly, Jones and Jones, 2007; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). Collaborative advantage is defined by Huxham (1996) and Huxham and Vangen (2005) as a collective beneficial outcome resulting from two or more organisations collaborating that may not have been achieved otherwise. Successful collaboration may result in a range of accrued benefits, with explicit outcomes such as direct organisational improvement or resource increase in one or more organisations, whilst some benefits are less obvious and are perceived as ‘value added’ within an organisation (Huxham, 1996; Baum and Rowley, 2008). These are manifested at an individual level and include the opportunity for career choices, support and skills development (Baum and Rowley, 2008; Donert et al., 2011; Koschmann and Kuhn, 2012; Wei, Chiang and Wu, 2012). These latter advantages result from individuals experiencing learning or professional development because of constructing, accessing and exchanging knowledge with one another within a network (Muijs, West and Ainscow, 2010; Donert et al., 2011; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). This informal learning occurs as a by-product of interaction between employees within a working group, and it relies on participation in work processes and developing relationships with others that have an action focus (Eraut, 2007).

However participants’ behaviour may also influence collaborations negatively with the possibility of ‘regress [ing] into a state of collaborative inertia’ (Huxham and Vangen, 2005:31) The impact of
collaborative inertia results in networks becoming less productive, unambitious and maintaining the status quo with a consequent negative outcome on learning and professional development. Factors that may contribute to collaborative inertia include power relations at the organisational and individual level, these difficulties relate not only to judging who has the ability to influence and enact the network’s agenda but how different events and actions of others are interpreted (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). Power differentials can therefore influence how trust is, or is not, built within a network, this is significant as trust is regarded as an essential ingredient of a successful network (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). Positive interactions within a network community rely upon trust, equity and reciprocity that enhances social capital and thus shapes the quality of the network and the learning that occurs within it (Casey, 2011; Putnam, 2000). The concept of social capital is not new with a range of specialist literature in this field and notable theorists who have explored the concept in depth (Coleman, 1988; Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992). This paper bases the notion of social capital on one of the most prominent theorists in the field, Putnam (1995). He provides clear distinctions between the positive and negative impact of social capital and this is pertinent to outcomes of work-related learning networks.

Putnam (1993) defines social capital as “the features of social organization such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit” (167). The interrelated features of trust, networks and norms are essential aspects of social capital. Trust facilitates cooperation, and the more individuals trust others and feel that this trust is reciprocated the greater the likelihood of cooperation between them, for example within a nursing network. Reciprocity is key within a network because if participants believe that ‘good acts’ or pro-social behaviour will be reciprocated at a later point social capital will be enhanced (Field, 2013). Whilst personal interactions within a network enable someone to learn about the trustworthiness of another, the network is important to allow information about a person’s trustworthiness to travel more widely (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). Furthermore, the denser the social interactions the greater the social capital within a network that can foster robust norms of reciprocity and sustain information about past collaborative success. Strong social capital also results from flatter or more horizontal network structures whereas hierarchical networks detract from it. Social capital as an explanatory framework also considers the connections within networks as a form of capital that link the micro level of the individual and the meso level of the network (Field, 2008). Putnam (2000) identifies various distinctions of social capital, firstly there are looser ties known as bridging capital which relies upon more remote connections with a focus on gathering contacts and access to information with minimal interaction and support. Secondly is bonding social capital which provides a more intense form of support (Halpern, 2005). Putnam (2005:23) suggests that bonding and bridging are not ‘either-or’ categories but rather ‘more or less’ dimensions which can exist within a single network.

Social capital as defined by Putnam (1993) was therefore used to understand how the network and its practice in this study could be understood, it was used as a lens to examine participants’ practice and their accounts of their learning and professional development as a result of participating in the network.

**Nurse educator networks**

Network activity is common within the nurse education sector particularly across Europe with established networks claiming to share knowledge, resources and support (Koskinen et al., 2012b;
Burgess, Reimer-Kirkham and Astle, 2014; Coates and Fraser, 2014). This has evolved from the internationalisation agenda of Higher Education Institutions with universities using such network engagement to globalise their university (Ottewill, 2005; Coryell et al., 2012; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). Universities rely on these networks and collaboration to expand through increasing strategic advantage and provide wider educational opportunities for their students and staff, which also includes transnational opportunities (Donert et al., 2011; Fell, Fell and Kyoung, 2012; Wakefield and Dismore, 2015). These influences are also significant within the field of nurse education (Law and Muir, 2006; Koskinen et al., 2012a; Burgess et al., 2014).

Organisations in the educational and health care sector perceive that networking conveys collaborative advantage and improves collective agency (Koschmann, Kuhn and Pfarrer, 2012). However, for an educational network to be successful there is a requirement to have some form of process orientated structure which includes a common focus that all participants agree with, a clear governance structure and communication strategy. Muijs (2011); Azorín and Muijs (2017) identify the need for structured working and quality assurance, otherwise poor performance or weak collaboration by any organisation involved can lead to a failure of the network. Furthermore, there is an expectation that participants are motivated to engage with the networking partners so that strong equitable and inclusive relationships are created (Bienzle et al., 2007; Muijs et al., 2010; Casey, 2011; Sousa et al., 2013; Ovseiko et al., 2014). However commitment to the network is not enough if the power dynamics are unbalanced (Huxham and Vangen, 2005) with the result that the network does not achieve its full potential and at worst becomes dysfunctional. On the other hand, the features of effective networks are synergistic with other socially functioning groups that display high levels of social capital (Muijs et al., 2010).

Outcomes and value of participating in a network.

There are clear resource benefits from developing collaborative advantage and sharing of resources across networks. Networks also have other benefits which are learning and innovative in focus with an emphasis on professional development for individuals involved (Wakefield and Dismore, 2015), this is perceived to result in organisational improvement (Muijs et al., 2010). Certainly professional development from engaging in networks has been identified as being influential in developing academic practices within schools and the Further Education sector (Centre for the Use of Research and Evidence in Education, 2005; Appleby and Hillier, 2012). Members within this network are identified as nurse educators, this term is used as it encompasses the range of titles used globally for the role which include nurse academic, nurse teacher, nurse lecturer and nurse faculty member. The nurse educator in this context is a person who delivers and oversees education predominately delivered in a higher education setting or equivalent. For the purpose of this study, informal learning or professional development is framed with the concept of scholarly practice which is based on the definition by Boyer (1990) who proposed that within higher education a broader perspective of ‘scholarship’ should be used rather than the dualism of teaching/research. The nurse educator undertakes many other activities as part of their nexus of practice which includes cross boundary activity such as working in teams, having a clinical focus and quality assurance. The broader term of scholarly practice acknowledges a broader approach whereby research, scholarship, teaching and learning are part of one seamless whole (Boud and Brew, 2013b). Scholarly practice has four distinct yet overlapping meanings: the scholarship of discovery, the scholarship of integration, the
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scholarship of application, and the scholarship of teaching; this perspective has been supported by the American Nurses Association (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 1999).

**The study**

The purpose of this study was to explore the working practices of a European Nurse Education Network which involved investigating the nature of the relationships and collaborations established within the network, with a scrutiny of how this may facilitate learning and professional development of the members. In this context the network refers to face-to-face encounters as well as online correspondence between member.

**Research design**

This research is positioned within an interpretive paradigm with interpretivism being the conceptual anchor whereby assumptions of knowledge are constructed through lived local experiences and through interactions with others. This paradigm also recognises the influence the researcher has on the interpretation of the situation (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Interpretivism guided the methodology of this embedded single case study which adopted an iterative and holistic design involving three stages (Yin, 2014).

**The case**

In this research the single case was the network with data gathered over a two-year period where all members within the network at the time were within the bounded unit and invited to participate. The longitudinal nature of the case study allowed an in-depth understanding of the situation to develop and the opportunity to explore different perspectives over time (Hamilton and Corbett-Whittier, 2012).

**Data Collection Methods**

The first stage utilised a focus group that assisted in framing the subsequent stages of data collection and to gain an understanding of how participants conceptualised the network. The focus group enabled the participants’ world views, both individually and as a group, to be gathered about their opinions of the network, and the meaning it had for them. To gather this information, a structured focus group schedule was used with the findings framing the second stage of data collection.

The next stage analysed the documents that were created by the network which offered the opportunity to explore and appraise meaning that was attached to these items. The analysis included an interpretation of the written practices of the individuals, as well as their relationships with each other and the community. The documents such as annual meeting minutes and guidelines were authentically composed by the participants; a purposeful sample of the documents were analysed based on the critical moments of the lifespan such as new leadership or a change of governance processes or increased student activity (Mcculloch, 2004).

The final stage of data collection utilised semi-structured interviews with self-selected members of the network. This method offered the opportunity to understand the experiences and perceptions of the nurse educators involved in the network using a naturalistic and interpretative framework (Rubin and Rubin, 2005; Denzin and Lincoln, 2013).
Participant sample in the research

All members of the network (approximately 30) were invited to contribute to the focus group and interviews via email; data collection was undertaken during the annual meetings of the network. The focus group participants involved eight self-selected members from a range of countries, all with a range of experiences. There were a further eight volunteers for the semi-structured interviews with five of the sample having participated in the focus group as they felt that they wanted the opportunity to continue to discuss their perspectives in more depth.

Data Analysis

Data were collated at different stages and all data was imported into NVivo 10 software (Qsr, 2013) and analysed iteratively. Sets were coded to manage this data as it facilitated the development of interpretations by keeping track of ideas as they occurred and assisted with organising and displaying the data. A cross-case analysis was undertaken with the data sets whereby duplication of categories was considered, noting relations of variables identified with potential themes explored. Thematic analysis was supported by Braun and Clarke (2006).

Approval was gained from the university ethics committee with special attention paid to informed consent; minimizing the potential for coercion and ensuring privacy and confidentiality.

Findings

Three clear themes emerged from the data which are a) the practice of network, b) the participants’ learning, c) exclusivity and status quo. The first theme frames the latter two due to the suggested influence of by-products from engaging in the practice of the network on participants learning and the exclusivity exhibited by the network.

Practice of the network

Practice in this context relates to the activity within the network which enables the network to function to sustain itself. The practice of the network has produced artefacts, rituals and rules all of which have structured the workings of the network, as such these have become significant as a framework to sustain the network activity. The collective nature of the group is identified as important and is given value by the network through the requirement to deliver and attend annual meetings; these meetings have a focus on processes within network activity rather than a wider strategic network development. Wider literature suggests that this activity reflects a structure of a transnational co-operative project rather than strategy focused networks which have been more traditional across Europe (Bienzle et al., 2007).

Early focus group data provided a portrait of this network which suggested the activity to be underpinned with a purpose of pragmatism and function which was responsive to the needs of the individual organisations involved in securing student exchange opportunities. This was reinforced by individual perceptions of how the network functions:
`My point of view, the whole idea of the network is to give students the opportunity to gain some experience. So, I think that's really what we’re aiming for. Giving students this opportunity. `  
Int-1: 23

Through the collective of the network collaborative advantage has been established to secure placement provision across a range of providers, and the focus of the network has been to sustain and focus this activity. The documentary analysis reinforces this with evidence of governance and organisational structures which have evolved over time and have become embedded within the practices. These are the artefacts, rituals and rules which have become an integral aspect of the network practice. They have been instrumental in the achievement of student exchange rather than in achieving other espoused aims of research collaboration which are often cited within strategic networks. A key activity of this network has been the annual conferences which serves to monitor and reinforce the governance structures and embed a common understanding of the network across a range of members, organisations, cultural and political context. The annual meetings utilised formulaic rituals of showcasing individual organisations hosting the event particularly in countries where culturally hierarchy and associated status is important (Hofstede, 2001).

`Also, XXX, member of the XXX institution formally opened the conference, she then gave a presentation of the different facilities ` XXXX Report: Section 1.01

Artefacts produced reinforce these practices with the example being of the use of a `handbook` outlining the rules and regulations of participation. This artefact is identified as being integral to the practice of network.

`And if we didn`t have the handbook, I think it would all fall apart. It`s all written, it hasn`t changed much`  Int-1:45

These practices over time have served to create a specific type of culture associated to the network engagement and this was recognised by the participants in the interviews

`The Network is a system with its own way of going on and its own self-built culture. I think this has arisen to cope with the many differences`  Int-2-66

Standardisation of process and practice was thought to be needed to be able to mediate the cultural and language differences that occur within a cross European network. However, this was not perceived by the participants as being useful with the notion that these artefacts and subsequent practice was problematic as indicated by this quote:

`The difficulties are that, even if we meet every year and we have this handbook, the cultural differences sometimes make it difficult`  Int-4:70

Clearly working across different cultures was perceived as a challenge and was identified at times as being problematic within this network, even though various participants expressed frustration they

---

1 Interviewee 1 : line number 23 
2 Date/report: location in document
appeared to accept the culture, rules, artefacts and practice of the network. Their frustrations seem to have been less important compared to the systems, structures and rituals of the network e.g. the structure of annual meetings.

**Connectedness and Social Capital**

The annual meetings provide the structure to develop connections and social capital and this ritual was identified as being important:

‘Because that’s why we meet every year, to make sure the network works’ **Int-1:25**

That the relationships developed from a regular meeting alongside having the familiarity of systems, structure and rituals provides a sense of stability which serves to promote the practice of the network and subsequent exchange activity:

‘Because it makes you feel comfortable. It makes you trust people. And if you trust people, it’s easier to give that trust to your students’ **Int-3:21**

Trust is identified repeatedly both in the focus group and within the interviews as being essential for the practice of the network to success and as being key for the relationships to work. Trust has developed the collective responsibility and collegiate relationships. The following experienced participant reflects on her involvement with the network; how she perceived her interaction with members of the network by using terms such as ‘feeling part’ and ‘together’ that illustrate the existence of social capital, and collective responsibility, that is manifested within the network:

‘I mean that people feel they are part of it, not just organising. They feel they really after a while you feel you kind of own the network together with the others’ **Int-4:23**

There are clearly strong ties amongst the participants which serve to strengthen social capital, more specifically this is a form of social capital known as bonding capital. Bonding capital tends to occur across a homogenous and dense network of people and tends to be exclusive in providing support to members of the network (Putnam, 2000). This is illustrated by a sense of kinship described as being important, and that the regular meetings were an opportunity to meet ‘cousins’ (**Int-1:23**). This has been reinforced by the policies of the network as illustrated by the mentoring within the network:

‘XXX suggests a godmother/father/mentor system for new member’ **2XXX report: Section 5.2**

From developing mentoring and orientation to the network then bonding capital is created which serves as an intense form of support (Halpern, 2005), but in this particular network has created an interesting juxta-position of both positive and negative effects both created by strong bonding capital.

**Participant learning**

The findings from the focus group and the interviews identified a perception that professional development occurred due to the strong bonding social capital within the relationships.

‘I think it’s so fundamental. It's through being connected, that we learn, that we feel we are not on our own. But we learn a lot. It provides safety, its provided continuance. It provides the possibility to develop. To grow.’ **Int-2: 118**
This connectedness was perceived as providing intense support from the network for individual participants in their own professional domain, more specifically within the scholarship of integration and application which is solipsistic in nature and involves application to the practice of teaching (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 1999). Participants identified that they entered the network hoping that they might develop their scholarly practice, and this has been expressed as an individual beneficial gain.

Across the network there was a sense of sharing of knowledge or scholarship in presentations related to professional nursing practice and from peers at the annual meetings. This is illustrated by the following example, and there is evidence of similar sharing at previous annual meetings with presentations included in the minutes:

```
`The Friday session began with an interesting talk given by Ms XXXXX, on the topic: “Practice development – how to improve self-management support”? 20XX report: Section 13
```

These incidences appear to have had an impact on participants, with one participant reflecting in her interview on becoming more aware of a strand of developing academic activity:

```
`I don’t know which conference it was but two or three conferences ago we had some world expert come and talk to us for an hour about global health. And that’s something definitely that we don’t have in our curriculum. We do health promotion. She was really good, this speaker. She was really good at showing how it does affect us and we do need to become aware, and perhaps we should be including it in our curriculum a bit more and more understanding` Int-6:128
```

Development of scholarly teaching is evident across the participant interviews which has been gained through observation, discussion and experiences within the network:

```
`You see different teaching styles; you see different approaches and we learn from each other. Int-3:228
```

```
`Two years ago, we were in XXX, and I saw their equipment and when I came back home I don’t have the same equipment I try to do the same thing. And now in my teaching I’m using the equipment that is good.` Int-5:212
```

The latter comment is relevant as it implies that prior to attending the network the use of teaching strategies may not have been used within the local curriculum. The same participant earlier indicated the need for their institution to gather different pedagogic teaching strategies as part of their involvement with the network. Other wider dimensions of learning occurred which is in alignment with scholarship or integration such as developing cultural awareness, personal learning and increased confidence. However, there was no recognition of learning from research activity.
In summary, personal learning and scholarly development has occurred as consequence of strong bonding capital which has arisen from the practices within the network, and that social capital is a conduit for informal learning. This has been articulated as occurring predominately in three scholarly domains for each participant, with the potential to develop some in the fourth. Within this work context, bonding social capital is identified as a learning factor and integral for work related learning. Much of this learning appears to have occurred at a personal level in both confidence in trying new practices and developing cultural awareness and global understanding:

“So it’s given me a broader view and personally being in the network has probably developed me in to being more aware” Int-1: 105

Exclusion and collaborative inertia.

These dense relationships can be problematic too, in this instance, having resulted in a practice within the network which is complex. Alongside the overt practices of the annual meeting and ceremonies, it has created a culture which is characterised by norms, values and expectations that are not explicitly articulated. There is an implicit nature of understanding of the network expected amongst the network participants. In this respect the network resembles a clan, or tribe with its collective and implicit understanding of what it means to belong to the group and this behaviour is common within professionals whereby hidden rules are in place to enculture newcomers to the profession (Becher and Trowler, 2001). This was perceived by the participants in interviews with the following quote which illustrates how newcomers are expected to take time to understand the implicit culture of the network the expected behaviour associated with this.

“You’ve got little cliques, and you’re either welcomed in or you’re not’. You do need to take time to integrate yourself and become aware of how the group works, how things operate before you go in and perhaps too heavy handed.” Int-6:22

This participant felt that they needed to be accepted by the group with a hidden gatekeeping mechanism and rite of passage for admission to decision making. Those that do not understand the language or culture/rules of the group are then not able to contribute to any decision making, and they are essentially excluded. Certainly, in such groups with their strong social capital bonding there is a tendency for exclusivity and a reluctance to change its way of working, previously identified as collaborative inertia (Vangen and Huxham, 2010). The following quote identifies the established network practices that are not only complex and seemingly contradictory but that when new ideas are suggested about how to alter these practices it highlights the inertia to any change that may be suggested.

“But they want to do it in a particular way. They come in with a whole set idea that this is what they want to put forward to the network. But the way of working is, ‘Okay, bring it into the group work to discuss it, and be challenged about it and let us make it our own thing. As soon as something has been put upon it, the network almost explodes, like we don’t want to have it. And that is, in itself an interesting thing. It’s not only that we don’t want it, but why are we so strong in opposing that way? And even to the point of, it’s very hard to really talk about it.” Int-2:58
This quote illustrates the collaborative inertia of the network which can occur when the power relations within the network disable the notion of openness, debate and cross-cultural compromise which can lead to hidden practices to avoid conflict. That consequently no new ideas are developed as illustrated by the limited expansion of the network over a number of years and perceived as inertia by the participants of the study.

‘We don’t go further on, new people are coming and I think it is naturally that new people are coming, but again the steps are not taken forward and this is more difficult so they do not stay’. Int-8:52

Discussion

Using social capital as a framework to understand the working practices and learning within a nursing education network is a useful approach, social capital is integral to the practice of this network and has been influential in its development and the learning exhibited by the participants. Understanding the network practice and activities mediated through social capital suggests that there is an ebb and flow of positive and negative consequences. Positive outcomes are the sustained partnerships within the network which maintains the practice of the network, a phenomenon which has been identified as important to maintain and sustain the network without financial capital (Billett et al., 2007; Dhillon, 2009). Social capital is positively associated with influencing high levels of performance or outcomes (Field, 2005; Halpern, 2005; Field, 2008). The network is productive in securing student placements across Europe in response to wider internationalisation antecedents. Finally, through the creation of social capital in the practice of the network, there is evidence of self-governance and distributed leadership, which contributes to sustaining practices.

More specifically social capital through the strong bonding capital established appears to create a learning milieu for the participants as a result of the trust created between participants. Being connected was identified by participants as being fundamental to their personal development and learning. Two specific sub-ordinate themes are relevant here; the first identifies that learning and professional development has been gained which is considered using Boyers’ scholarship domains (1990) and the second involves identifying what learning factors contribute to this. A learning factor affects learning either directly or indirectly and can be evidenced within formal learning settings such as the classroom or within informal learning settings such as a work context (Eraut, 2006). Engaging in this network is a work activity and provides an informal learning setting for its members, this network practice has provided opportunity for learning and academic practice (Cairns and Malloch, 2011; Boud and Brew, 2013a). Therefore, the European Nurse Education Network is providing an informal learning opportunity.

Social capital also has created an interesting juxtaposition in the network whereby the strong bonding capital established also has created negative consequences which appear to perpetuate exclusivity and compliance. Rituals and rules have been established whereby participants perceive they have had to adapt their behaviour to ensure they are accepted by the group and there is a need
for compliance with cultural norms. A level of exclusivity is present which is managed by long term members to sustain the status quo. It is well understood that strong bonding networks which have limited external influence can develop coercive behaviours and occurs through a typology of compliance in relationships which have become established due to strong bonding social capital. (Field, 2008). Putnam (2000) describes this as being a ‘dark side’ of social capital which is present in this network. The static and enclosed nature of the network has led to an inertia and lack of growth and development which has created frustration for some of the participants. This has led to the network’s activity being exclusive, homogenous and used for ‘getting by’ rather than ‘getting ahead’ (Putnam 2000:23). Huxham and Vangen (2004) alternatively suggest that those who engage in multiple collaborative partnerships become fatigued by the multiple partnership activity expected of them which presents itself as an inertia within the partnership.

The ebb and flow of social capital indicates the equally negative and a positive effect on learning. In this case study, bonding social capital is a learning factor that enhances both learning and encourages a commitment to the network that has ensured some development in the scholarly practice of the participants (Hargreaves and Fullan, 2012). On the other hand, strong bonding social capital has simultaneously stifled the development of new ideas or new areas for learning. This is an interesting finding and contributes to the minimal understanding of the production and maintenance of social capital in the field of adult education and more particularly nurse education (Mcclenaghan, 2003; Field, 2008).

**Conclusion**

This research contributes to the understanding of work related learning theories; particularly where strong bonding social capital within a group exists and this appears to be influential on the learning of its members. Network activity in nurse education has not been significantly researched despite the plethora of networks in existence; therefore, these findings provide an interesting insight into how networks may function. It is recognised that further investigation of nurse education work practices is needed as this is identified as complex and unique with educators often experiencing feelings of uncertainty and isolation (Jackson et al., 2009; Duffy, 2012; Mcdermid et al., 2013; Mcdermid et al., 2016). This study offers a new perspective illustrating that bonding social capital could also be a useful resource to sustain nurse education networks and provide individual positive learning experiences. Through proactive development of social capital within partnerships and networks, activity could be sustained and become influential with the potential for positive outcomes. The findings also illustrate the risks of bonding social capital that creates embeddedness in conjunction with a reliance on internal self-governance that contributes towards exclusivity and inertia. The repercussions of this are that the network is bounded, without growth or evolution, and is exclusive and can be very difficult to enter for some prospective participants.

This small-scale study offers an insight into the importance of social capital as learning factor which is applicable for wide range of settings. Further research is needed in this field both to identify how social capital, which is created through work related activities and collaborative activities, may be a useful conduit to scaffold learning for learners not engaged in formal learning settings and to more fully understand the negative consequences of social capital that can lead to inertia and exclusion.
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